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REVIEW 

126. l. ,vhat are positive numbers? negative numbers? 
111 the following expression point out the positive numbers; 

the negative numbers. Perform the inditateJ. operations: 

3 ax+ i by- 9 bx+lO by- 4 ax-3 bx+ 4ax-2 ax-12 by. 

2. ,\hnt two meanings has the minus sign in a1gebra? 
If distanrenorth is positive, what is the meaningof -150 miles? 

-±: 7ií miles? 

3, Distinguish betweeu arithmetieal numbers and algebraic 
nUJubers. 

4. Instea<l of subtracting a number (positive or negative), 
wl1at rnay be done to secure thc same result? Illustrate by 
subtracling - 7 from + 1~. ,v1iat is the absolute value of 
e:.:u·h of tbese numUers? 

5. What is transposition? Give the principie relating to 
trans posi t ion. 

6. _State thc law of si3us for mulliplication; for division. 

,/;. ,Yhat is the sign of the pro<luct of an even n;mher of 
negntive factors? of au 0tkl uumLel' of negativa factors '? 

8. In what respect do (a- u) and (b - a) <liffer? Expand 
(a-li)' auu. (li-a)' anu. com¡.,are the resnlts. 

9. For what values of n is x• + y" divisible by x +y? by 
X-!J? WI,enisx"-y"clivisi\,leby x+y? byx-y? 

10 State the law of signs for the quotient when x"' + y1•· or 
af-.1t is divi<led by x+?J 01· x-y; the law of exponents. 

1 l. Whnt mnst be arlded to x' -10 x to rnake it the square 
of x-5? to n'+b' to make it the sqnare of a+b'/ to 
x 1 + aP!!2 + '!/ to make i t the square of x2 +y~? 

12. How may a parenthesis preceded by a minus sign be 
removed from an algebraic expression without changiug the 
value of the expression? 
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• 
13. Adcl 3 a +5b-llc, b-Za +e, 2 c+3a-b, 7 c-b+Ga, 

50-4.a-~c, b-a, c+b -a, anU e- 4.a. 

14. Subtract the snm of x - 2 y+ 3 z - 5 w aud 7 x + w - 2 z 

from 10x-y+z-8w. 

J.5 . If x= ,.2 + rs-s\ y=2 ,.2+4rs+2 s2, aud z=1.!l-3 rs-s
2
, 

tind the value of x + y- z. 

Ex panel, and test each result: 

16. --(Í" + 7 iºs.- 3 rk 2 •') ◊·'+ 2rs+-.'). 

17. (3 r,, + G .-'m -12 l"ni' + 3 m'J( ! l" + 3 l'ni + 2 m'). 

18. (,;' + y'-4xy' +fr.ii!tl.' + 3x-'y)(~ + :S,,'y+3xy' + ¡¡'). 

Expanrl by inspection, and test each result: 

19. (3a+7b)'. 23. (7r+4s)(7r-4s) . 

20. (9w-2v)'. 24. (:3x-5 y+ z)'. 

21. (x+Zy)(x-2y). 25. (2 e+ c1)(3 e+ 2 el). 

22. (a-3)(a.+10). 26. (3a-3b)(2a+2u). 

Divide, and test ear·h resnlt: 

· :"27 . 2 7'+ 1íl'1"-3l'r-!H','+-3l-rl - ,., by 2 l'-3 Ir+>º. 

28. 3:t'+8y'-10yz-~-3•'+1"():é:ÍÍ by ~•+zy-3z. 

29. 4 x4"' - 23 ~l"y'l4-10 x"~ - !/"' by 2 3711- - 5 xn-y" -ye~. 

Find quotients by inspectiou: 

30. y'-l · 
y+l 
x'-o1 9x'-1f>1,' 21~-x' 

31. --· 33. ---~ 35. 
x-4 3x+4y 3-x 

i35. Simplify 17x-)3y+4z-[z+5a+x-3a-2y]l-

37. Simplify u+ 2 b-[-!c+2(r,+2 b)-b +!e- a]+li. 
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P7hen zd,,2, y=-3, and •=5, find the value of: 

}8. zz-(x+y+z). 40. z'-3x(y+z)+y'-z. 

39. 3(x-y)+2(y-x)-zy. 41. (x-y)(y+z)-z'(J¡-z). 

42. When a= 2 and b = 3, preve that 

b(ab + b-2 a)= ab' + b'-2 ab. 

43j Collect similar tenns within pareutheses: 

ax'- cy+a.,;-2 ax' +2c¡/- ax- cy' + ax'+ cy. 

44. Collect Lhe coefficients of x and of y in 

7 ax-3 by-22a'x+ 5ay-17 bx+ cy-4x+ 13y. 

Sol ve for x, ancl test results: 

45 .. 3x+7(x-2)-13=12-3x. 

46. 20=7-5(3-x)+9(x+2). 

47. x'-1 =x(x'-x) + x+3 + re'. 

48. (x-4)(x + 3)=(x+ 6)'- 3 + Zx. 

49. 4a-3(b+x)-5a=7b+4a-5(x+a). 

50. (a- x) (b -z)- bix-(a- x)- xj = o,' -2 bx+ ab. 

Sol ve, and test: 

51. { 3 x-t 2y = 13, 
2x+y=8. 

54. { 5x+7y=24, 
3x-2y=2. 

52. {7"'+4y=39, 
x-y=4. 

55. {3x+5y= 13, 
2a,-3y=-4. 

53. { x-y=3, 
3x-2y=13. 

56. rx-2y=15, 
5x+7y=57. 

Supply the missing coefficients in the following equations: 

57. 3a-*b+6a+5b-*xy=*a+b-2xy. 

58. x'+ 2xy+ 3y'- [2z' +• y']=• x' + •xy. 

59. 6m'+9mn-3n'-[3m'+*•nn]+n'=*m'- mn-•n•. 

FACTORING 

127. In multiplication, we find tbe product of two or more 
given numbers; in factoring, we have given the prc,duct to find 
the uumbers that were multiplied to produce it. 

These uumbers are callecl the factors of the product. 

128. A nurnber tbat has no factors except itself and 1 is 
called a pri:ile nu.mber. 

MONOMIALS 

129. To factor a monomial. 
While in factoring it is usually the pri,ne factors tbat are 

sought, this is not generally true in the tase of monom ials, be
cause tbe factors of a rnonomial, exc~pt those of the coefficient, 
are evident. 

Thus, 2 a8b2 shows its prime fa.ctors as well as tlrnugb written 
2 · a.• a - a . b. b

1 
but 81 a3b2 should be '\\Titten 34 a8b2 to be considered 

in factored form. 

However, it is often desirable to separate a rnonomial into 
two factors, one being given or both being specified in some 
way. 

EXERCISES 

130. l. In each of tbe following, if xy is one factor, find the 
other: 6 x'y, 15 x'y', 2 x'!f', a'x'b'y', - n1nX1J, - ,:y. 

2. In each of the following, if abe is one factor, find the 
other: a2bc, ab2c, abe\ - a2b2<?, - a2bc, - ¼ abe. 

S. Find two equal positiva factors of x'; of 9a'x'; of G4m'. 

4. Find two equal negativa factors of 25 x'; of 16 a•; of 9 a•. 
101 
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131. A factor of two or more numbers is called a common 
factor of tbem. 

132. One of tbe two equal factors of a number is called its 
square root. 

Every number has two square roots, one positive and the 
other negative. 

Thc s·1u,1re ro::it of 23 is 6 or - 5, for 5. 5 = 25 aad (-5)(- 5)= 26. 

In factoring, usually only the positive square root is ta.ken. 

133. To factor an expression whose terma have a commoo 
monomial factor. 

EXERCISES 

l. Find tbe factors of 3 rxy-6 i'-y + 0 xy'. • 

PROCESS 

3"1J-6x'y+0xy' 
=3xy(l-2x+ 3y) 

ExPLAN,\T1ox. - By exammmg the 
tenns o[ the expression, it is seen that 
the monomial 3 X!/ is a factor of t.-very 
term. Divitlin~ by lhis common factor 
give!'I the otlier factor. 

Ilence, the factors of 3 -:ry - 6 x~y + fl xy'! are 3 xy and 1 - 2 x +~y. 
Ti,;sT. -The prolluct of 1he factors should ('qua! the given expression; 

thus, 3xy(l -2x+ Sy)=3xy-Ox~y +0xy2• 

Factor, and test each result: 

2. 5x'i-5x'. 12. x" + x11 + x'º - 11!. 

3. 8x'+2x'. 13. ac-bc-cy- abe. 

4. 3x'-6~•y. 14. 3 wy'- 3 i'-y' + 12 xy. 

5. 4"'-6 ab. 15. 3 m" - 12 mht2 + 6 mn.4• 

6. 51n2 -3,m,n. 16. 0 a'by - 18 "º'y'+ 2-.l a3b'y'. 

7. 3w!J'- 3x'y'. 17. 12 i'-!f',!l- lG x'!f'z' - 20 af!!i',!J. 

8. 4 a·'b - G a'b'. 18. 25 i'di' + 35 d'd'x' - 55 r?a':i:'. 

9. 5m4n-10ni3n2
. 19. 16 a'b'c' - 24 a3b'r:' + 32 a3/,'r:'. 

10. 3x'-0x'-6x'. 20. 14 a2mn2 - 21 a3m2n3 -4D a4mn'. 

11. 3a4 - 2a3b + a2. 21. 60 m2n3'r - 45 m31,2r3 + DO m4n3r'1. 
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BINOMIAL$ 

134. To factor the difference of two squares. 

By multiplication, § 04, (a+b)(a-b)=a'-b'. 

Therefore, a'-b' =(a+ b) (a -b). 

Hence, to factor the difference of two squares, 

RuLR. -Fincl the sq,care roots of the two lerms, and make 
their sum one fact,or and their difference the other. 

EXERCISES 

135. Factor, and test each result: 

l. X?._,,n2. 3. af-1. 

7. Factor a•~•- 4 e'. 
SOLtjTJON 

a'x' - 4 e'= (ao-)' -(2 e)' 
=(ax+ 2 c)(ax - 2c). 

Factor, and test each result: 

8. x'-81. 12. a8 -bz. 

9. b'-40. 13. 1)t2- nl2, 

10. 25y'-1. 14. 81- flfy'. 

11. m4 -16n2• 15. 0 a'-40 b'. 

5. n2_ 42, 

6. 1-t· 
').. 

16. 1-144m'. 

17. iJ i'- - aºc'. 

18. 81 a• -100. 

19. 121 n' - 3G r'. 

136. To factor the sum or the difference of two eubea. 

lly applying the principies of §§ 111-113, 

a"+!,' = a' - ab + b' and a' - I,' =a'+ ab + b'. 
a+b a-b 

Tben, § 30, a·'+ b' =(a+ b) (a'- ab + b'), 

and a'- b'=(a- b)(a'+ ab + b'). 

Ry use of these forms any expression that can be ~,ritten as 
the sum or the differeuce of two cubes may be factored. 
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EXERCISES 

137. Factor, and test ea.ch result: 

l. x' + y'. 3. m'-1. 5. r'+ 2'. 

2. x'-y'. 4. 1+m'. 6. 
a' -¡¡-1. 

7. Factor .,O+ y'. 
SoLDTION 

x' + ¡f = (z')' + (y')' = (z' + y2
) (z' - x'y' + Y'), 

8. Factor a' - 8 b1
• 

SoLOTIO~ 

a' - 8 b1 =(a')3 -(2 b)' =(a' - 2 b)(a' + 2 a'b + 4 b'). 

Factor, and test each rcsult : 

o. o,3 - y'. 11. a'b' - 27. 13. x'y"z' + l. 
10. 8 r' +.s', 14. n' - 1000. 

By applying §§ 111-113, as in § 136, any expression that 
can be writteu as the sum or the difference of the same odd 
powcrs of two numbers muy be resolved into two factors. 

Thus, 
and 

Factor: 

a6 + b; =(a+ b) (a1 - a1b + a'W1 - ab~ + b4), 

aº - b5 =(a - b)(a 1 + a3b + á!-b1 + ab3 + b4). 

15. 'l'lt5 + n5
• 17. a'+32. 19. 1 + s't'. 

18. 32-a'. 20. x'-y10• 

TRINOMIALS 

138. To factor a trinomial that is a perfect square. 

By multiplication, § 85, 

(a+ b)(a + b)=a'+2 ab + b1. 

Then, a'+2ab+b'=(a+b)(a+b). 

Also, § 88, (a-b)(a-b)=a2 -2ab+b'. 

Then, a'-2ab+b'=(a-b)(a-b). 
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These trinomials, a'+ 2 ab + b' ancla' - 2 ab + b', are perfect 
aqueres, for each may be separited into two equal factors. 

Tbey are types, showing the form of all trinomial squares, 
for a and b may represent any two numbers. 

Hence, to factor a. trinomial square, 

RutE. - Gmrnect tlie sqllare roots of the terms that are squares 
wilh the sign of the other term, and indicate that the result is to 
be taken twice as a factor. · . 

EXERCISES 

139. Factor, and test each result: 

1. i'+ 2 xy +y'. 3. c2 +z cd + a•. 5. i'-2a:+1. 

2. p'-2pq+q'. 4. t2 -2 tu +u2
• 6. x' + 2x+l. 

140. From tbe forras in the prececling <liscussion and c>xer• 
cises it is seen that a trinomia.l is a. períect square, if these 
two conditious are fulfillecl: 

1. Two terms, as + az and + b2, nmst be perfect squares. 
2. The other term mnst he numerically equal to twice the 

product of the square roots of tilo terms that are squares. 

Thus, 25 x2 - 20 X?J + 4 y'l js a perfect squa::-e, for 25z2 = (ó x)2, 4 tP 
=(2 y)', nnd - 20xy = - 2(óx)(2y). 

EXERCISES 

141. Discover which of tbe fol\owing are perfect squares, 
factor such as are, and test each result: 

l. i' + G x+ 9. 8. 3x'+ 8 xy+ 2 y'. 

2. 4-4a + a•. 9. 16¡1'-24p +9. 

3. r'-8r+16. 10. ~+2x2!l+!f. 
4. mz-nm+n'. 11. 9+421,'+40b'. 

&. 1+4b+4u'. 12. 1-6 m4 +9 m'. 
8. l-6a'+9a'. 13. 4 i'y'-20 xy+ 25. 
7. m'+m+¼• 14. 4 x' + 12 xyz + 9 y'z'. 
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142. To factor a trinomial of tbe form x' + px + q. 
lly multiplicatiou, § W, · 

Then, 

(o: +a)(x+b)=o:' +(a+b)x+ab. 

x' +(a+ b)x+ab = (x +a)(x+b). 

This ttinomial consists of an :f-term. an x-term, and a term 
without x, t.hat is, au absolute term. Therefore, it bas the type 

fonu x' + ¡1.i: + q. 
Ilenc·e, if a trinomial of this form is fartorable, it may be 

fa<·toretl by jin<li,,g tu·o factor, uf q (tite (lusolule te,·,n) such tl,at 
,!teir su,n is p (tite coefficient of x), all(/ alldiny each factor of q to "· 

Thus, x'+S x + 15 =(x + 3)(x + 5), 
x'-8 x + 15 = (x-3)(x-5), 
x' +2,: -15= (x-3)(x+ 5), 
x'-2 X -15 = (o:+ 3)(x-5). 

EXERCISES 

143. l. Resol ve x' -13 ,:- 48 into two binomial factors. 

S0LUT1os. -The firet term of eacb factor is evidently x. 
Since lhe product o[ the secund terms of the two lJinomial fnctors is 

- 48
1 

the secund lerms must have oppus:te signs; and since thcir alc,.-e
braic sum, - 13

1 
is negntive, the negative term mm:it be numerically 

lar~er tlmn tlrn positive term. 
The two factors of - 48 whose sum is negative may be 1 anrl - 48, 

2 ami - 24, 3 and - 16, 4 and - l'.?, or O ancl - 8. ~ince the al~ebraic 
surn of 3 and - 10 is - 1~, 3 and - 16 are the factors of - 48 sought. 

. ·. z'-J3z-48=(z+3)(x-J6). 

2. FaC'.tor 72 - m2 
- m. 

Sot.rTTO"S". - Arranging the trinomial according to tbe descendin:;: 

powers of m, 

Making m2 positive, 

72-m2 - m =-ni2 -m+ 72 
=-(m' + m- 72) 
=-(m-8)(m+9) 
=(-m+8)(m+9) 
=(8 - m)(O + m). 
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Separate into factors, and test each re::i.nlt hy assiguing 

a numerical value to each letter: 

3. x!+7 x+ 12. 13. x'+úax+Ga'. 

4. y'-7 y+12. 14. 'r-Gux+úa2
• 

s. p'-Sp+ 12. 16. y'-4by-12 b'. 

6. r'+8r+12. 16. y41 - 3 11y - 28 ri.'1. 

7. Li+2a-a'. 17. z41 - anz- !? a2n2
• 

8. u'+ b-12. 18. - x' + 25 X - 100. 

9. 30-,'+r. 19. x• + 19 d- + 90 e'. 

10. c'!.-c-72. 20. :1.0 + 13 a1P +20 a2
• 

ll. c'-5c-14. 21. x" - 11 u'x' + 2~ b'. 

12. x•-x- 110. 22. n'i' - 11 r,xy + 30 y'. 

144. To factor a trinomial o! tha form ax'+ bx + c. 

EXERCISBS 

l. Factor 3 x' + 11 o: - 4. 
801.11TJON. - lf this trinomial is the product of two binomial factors, 

they may be f11und by reversing the proeess of multiplication il\ustratecl 

in exercise 32, page i3. 
Since 3 .1) is the product of the Jfrst urms of the biuomial factora, the 

flrst ter111s
1 

each cuntaining x, are 3.c and x. 
Since -4 is tlie proJuct uf the la...;t terms, § 78, they must. ha\'e ud1ke 

sign8, nml the only poFsible last terms are 4 and - I, - 4 and 1, or :.! 

aml -2 . 
lle-nre, ns.<-ociatin!? thrsP pai1"'8 of factors nf - 4 with ~ :t nnd x in ali 

possible ways, tbe possible binomial factors o{ 3 :r2 + 11 :e - 4 are: 

8x+41 3x-1 \ 3,-4 1 
1 ' , 1 ' x- :r+4 1 ,-+l 

3•+1\, 3x+2). 3x-2¡. 
z-4 ¡ x-2J x+i 

Of the-Re we ~elPCI 71y fl•l'p.7 the f:tir thJit will ¡:!i~e + 11 :r {tl1e midrile 
tPnn of the J!i,•en trinnmial) for the algebraic sumo{ the 'cro~products,' 

that is, the second pair 

.·. 3z' + 11 z-4 =(3z - l)(x +4). 
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By a reversal of the law of sigrn; for multiplication and from 
the preceding solution it may be observe<l that: 

1. lVhe1i the sign of tite last term of tite tri11omial is +, tite [a$l 
tel'ns of the facto1:.~ mast be both + or both -, and like tite sig11 
of tite middle tel'nt of tite trinomial. 

2. lVhen tite siyn of the la.~t term of the trinomial i,q -, tlte 
sign of tite lust tenn of 011e factor must be +, cmd of tite otlter -. 

Faetor, nnd test cach result: 

2. '.? fl+3 ?I + 1. 10. 2r+x-15. 

3. 5.r+ü x-2. 11. 5x2+ 13x+6. 

4. 3x'-ix-6. 12. 3x!-17 x+lO. 

5 41'2 +s r+3. 13. G x2 - 11 x - 3:i. 

6. Gx2 - 7 x + 2. 14. 15.r+lix-4. 

7. 2x'-5x-12. 15. 15x'-14x- 8. 

8. 10t2+t-3. 16. 2x2+3xy-2.il. 

9. Gn2 -13n+G. 17. 3r-10xy +3y1
• 

When the coefficient of x' is a square, ancl when the sqnare 
root of the cocfücient of x2 is exactly contained in the coeffi
cient of x, the trinomial may be factored as follows: 

18. Factor 9 x~ + 30 x + 16. 

SOLUTION 

Ox2 +30x + 16 
= (3.r)2 + 10(:Lr)+ 16 
=(3x + 2) (3.t + 8). 

Separate into factors, and test each result: 

19. 9x2-9x+2. 25. 49.i:2-42.r-55. 

20. 4x2-4x-15. 26. 2Jx2+25x-2!. 

21. 9 r - 42 X+ 40. 27. 16 x'-32 x+ 15. 
22 '.?ir+ rnx + 2. 28. G!r-32.r-77. 

23. 1G x' + 1G .r + 3. 
24. 36x'-36x+5. 

29. 100r+40x+3. 

so. 81 :i:2-108 :z:+35. 
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POLYNOMIALS 

145. To factor a polynomial whose terma may be ¡rouped to 
show a common polynomial factor. 

BXBRCISBS 

l. Factor ax+ ay + b:r. + by. 

ax + ay+ bx +by= (ax+ a¡1) + (bx + by) 
= a(.I'. + y)+ b(.t + y) 
=(a+b)(x+y). 

2. Factor ax+ by - ay - bx. 

ax + by - ay - bx = a.r - ay - hx + by 
§ 117, Prin. 2, =(ax- ay)-(IJ.1 - by) 

= a(x - y)- /1(.1 - y) 
= (a - b)(:c - y). 

REMARK, -The given potynomiat must be arrnnged and ¡::ronped in 
BUcb a way that after the monomial factor is rrmovnt from each group 
the polynomial factol'l! in all t!Je groups wi\l be alike fo evuy ,·espect. 

Factor, and test each result, espccially for signs: 

3. a,n- a,i+ mx- nx. 14. ar- 1·s-ab + bs. 

4. be - bd + ex - dx. 15. x1 + r + :r. + 1. 

5. pq - p:r. - rq + r:r. 
6. ay - by- nb + l}. 
7. x'-xy-5x+5y. 

8. b' - be+ ab - ac. 

9. r+xy-ax-O!f. 

10. el - 4 e+ ac - 4 a. 

11. 1-m+n-mn. 

"'-' 12. 2 Z.:... y + 4 i' - 2 XJ/. 

,,..1a. 2p+q+6p2 +3pq. 

16. y1 +y2-3y-3. 

17. :r! +X~+ x'y + y. 

18. 2 - n' - 2 11 + n3• 

19. a:r.-x-a+r. 

20. 12a2-8b-3a3 +2ab. 

21. 8 ax.+ 6ay-4bx- ~ 11,11. 

22. 3r-1,3x + 10 y-2:t.!!f, 

23. 3 ,.2t- 9 rl2 + ar- 8 at. 

24. ax - a - bx + b - ex + c. 
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146. To factor by the factor theorem. 
Zern multi¡,lied by any number is equal to O. 
to11versely, if a protluct is equal to zero, at least one of the 

factors rnust be O ora number equal to O. 
IE 5 x = O, since 5 is not equal to O, x must equal O. 
If ü(x-3)=0, since 5 is not equal to O, x must have such 

a value as to rnake x-3 equal to O.; that is, x=3. 
If 5(x-3), or 5 x-15, or any other polynomial in x reduces 

to O when x=3, x-3 is a factor of the polynomial. 
Sometimes a polynomial in x reduces to O for more than one 

val ne of x. For example, x'-5 x + 6 equals O when x= 3 and 
also when x= 2; or when x-3 = O antl x- 2 = O. In this case 
both x- 3 au<l x- 2 are factors of the polynomial. 

... x'-5x+6=(x-3)(x-2) . 

147. Factor Theorem.-Jf e, polynomial in x, having po,itive 
integrul expanenls, 1·ednces to zero when r is substituted for x, tite 
poly,wmial is exactly divisible by x - r . 

Tlle letter r represents any number that may be substituted for x. 

EXERCISES 

148. l. Factor ,r'-x'-4x+4. 
S01.uT10Y.- When x;;:: 1, xl-x2-4.t +4 = 1-1-4+4 =0. 
Therefore, z - 1 is a factor of tlle given polynomial. 
Dividing x3 - z2 - 4 x + 4 by x - 11 the quotient is found to be z2- 4. 
lly § Jal, x'-4 =lX + 2)(x- 2). 

:. x'- x' -4x + 4 =(x- l)(x + 2)(x- 2). 

SuooEST10:-is. -1. Only factors of the absolute term of the polynomial 
need be substituted for x in seeking factors of the polynmufa.l of the forro 
x - r, for if z - r is one factor, the absolute term of the polynumial is 
the product of 1· and the absolute term of the other factor. 

2. fo sub~titul ing the factl'lrs of tho absolute term, try them in order 
begiuning with the numerica.lly smallest. 

2. Factori'+x'-9x-9. 
SuGGESTION.- When x-= 1, z'l +x2 -0x-9=-16. 
Therefore, x - 1 is nota factor of the given polynomial. 
When x =-1, z1 + z'!.-Hz-0 = O. 
Thereíore, x- (-1), or x + 11 is a factor of the given polynomial. 
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Factor by the factor theorem: 

3. 13x'-5x-8. 10. ,r'-19x+ 30. 

4. i'-1 x+6. 11. i'-67 x-126. 

5. x'-9 x'+23 x-15. 12. m'+7m'+2m-40. 

6. ,r'-4x'-7 x+ 10. 13. x'- 25 x' + GOx-36. 

7. i'-Gx'-9x+l4. 14. x'+13x'-Mx+40. 

8. x'-11 x'+ 31 x-21. 15. x' + 22 x' + 27 x-50. 

9. ,,,_ 10 i' +29 x- 20. 16. x' -9 x'+ ~1 x'+x- 30. 

17. Factor 2 ,r'+x'y- 5 xy'+2 y'. 

SuooESTJOY. - When z =:::e y, 

2 x'+ x'y-5xy2 + 2 y' =2y' +Y'- óy' + 2y8 = O. 

Therefore, x - y 1s a factor of 2 xª + x'ly - 5 zy'! + 2 y1. 

Factor by the factor theorem: 

18. x'-13xy'+12y". 20. x'-9x'y'+12xy'-4y'. 

-19. i'-31xy'-30y'. 21. x'-9x'y'-4xy'+12y'. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES 

149. In the exercises uncler the prece<ling cases, exrept 
those under the factor tlieorem, the expressions given have 
been complete/y factored by one application of a single <'ase, but 
frequently it is r:ecessary to apply tu:o or more rases in suc
cession or une case more than once to factor the given expres
siou completely. 

Monom1al factors shoulcl usually first be removed, as they 
often disguise a familiar type fonu. 

l. Factor x' + 3 x' -10 x. 

By§ 133, 
By§ 142, 

SotuTtON 

z'+Bx'- 10x=x(z2+3x-IO) 

= z(z + ó)(x-2). 
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2. ]factor ~ - y". 

SoLUTIO:N 

Writing tbe expression as t'..te difference of two squares, we have, 

§ l:l4, 
~ 13G, 

x'-y~ = (;c,)2 _ (!¡3)2 
= (.t3 + y l)(.c3 _ y1) 

=(.e+ Y)(x2 -xy +y2)(x-v)(x2 + xy + y2). 

3. Factor a,.a - y3. 

SOLt;TIO:N 

lly successive applications of § 134, 

x8 -ys =vi+ y')(xl _ y4) 
= (x' + Y')(z2 + y2)(x2-y2) 
=(xi+ y')(x2 + y2) (x + y)(x - y). 

Factor completely, and test each result: 

4. z:1-xy2. 8. w'-81. 10. zG-1. 

5. m-m•. 7. x8- l. 9. 3t5 -3t. 11. 5c8- 5. 

12. 4 a - 4 a2 + a·'. 16. n~ + 2 n - 3 n2 - 6. 

13. 2 x2 + u xy + 2 y2
• 17. ¡.5 + 2 i'2 + 5 .,.. + 10. 

14. 10 x2-20 x+ 10. 18. 18 a2b + 60 ab~ + JO b,. 

15. 1 t a2x - 53 ax+ 66 x. 19. w+uw2 +vur+uvw. 

20. J,Jj-y1. 23. 4ax+2ax2 -48a. 26. 21n+n1. 

21. V-lG l. 24. 18 m2-3 In- 36. 27. 6-1-2 as. 

22. 3 r4 -3 s0• 25. y+ 10 b2y + 23 b•y. 28. m1+ni2n6. 

29. 21 a2 -a-10. 35. X'-12 xf + 41 X- 30. 

30. --a2 -4a+45. 36. 30 - m - 6 m2 + rn3
• 

31. 16 x2 + 20x- 66. 37. 3 ,.2s-!> i·s2+ br- 3 bs. 

32. 36 x2 - 48 X - 20. 38. 15 tl2-9 f-n-35 tl+2l ln. 

33. x-'-21 xy2+2O !I- 39. w• - w8 
- 7 w'? + w + 6. 

34. 3 a~b:ii - 3 a~bx - 6 a~b. 40. m4 -15 m2+ 10 m+24. 
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SPECIAL APPLICATIONS AND DEVICES 

150. The method of factoring by grouping the terms of an 
expression in certain ways is v-ery important. Polrnomials 
may often be arranged in some one of the type forru; already 
stu<lied, and even many of th~se types themselves may be 
factore<l by grouping to show a common polynomial factor. 

151. To factor a polynomial that may be grouped to form the 
difference of two squares. 

Justas,§ 134, a2 -ó2 = (a+ ó)(a -b), 

w ~-0+0·=~+0+~~-0+~ 

=(a+b+c)(a-b-c). 

152. Factor: 
EXERCISES 

l. (a+b)2-c2. 5. (a-b)2 -<fA. 

2. r2-(s+t)2. 4. (l+ni)2-n2• 6. l-(v+w)2. 

7. Factor x1 
- (3 x1 - 2 y)2. 

SOLUTION 

x4- (3x2- 2y)2 = [xz+ (3 x2 - 2 y)][x2- (3x2- 2 y)] 
= (.c2 + 3 ;¡;2 - 2 y) (z2 - 3 z2 + 2 y) 
= (4x2 -2 y)(2y-2 x2) 

= 2 (:1 :r2 - y)2(y - x2) 

=4 (2x2 -y)(y-x2). 
TEST. - When x = 2 ancl y = 3, 

:e'- (3x2
- 2 y)2 = 2•- (=3. 22-2. 3)2 = 10- (12 -6) 2 =10-36 = - 20, 

and 4(2 x2
- u)(Y- x2) = 4(2. 22 - :3) (3- 22) = 4(8- 3)(3-4) = - 20. 

Factor, an<l test each result: 

8. 4'c2-(b +c)2. 12. 49r- (5 r-4s)2. 

9. (2a+b)2-b2• 13. 36 z2 
- (3 z - 7 y)2. 

10. 9 t2 
- (2 t - 5)2. 14. (610-37.:)2-6-!7,,.2. 

11. 25a2 -(b+c)2. 
lIILXl:1S lsT y a. ALG.-8 

15. (3m+8n)2 -16 m2• 
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18. Factor a' + 4 - e' - 4 a. 
~cooEsT10:..-The given expression contains three squnre t.Prms anda 

term that Li nota square. The !alter may be the mid,lle term uf a t1ino• 
mial aguare. lf so, it containa as factur11 the aquare roots of two of the 
square tenns and theae are the other u~nn~ of the trinowial square. 

1'hen, arrangiug and grouping terma, we have 

42+4- c2_4 a =(a2 - 4 a +4)- c2 =(n- 2)2-&, 

Non.-It will be observed th¡t the term that is nota perfect mono• 
mial sq11are furnishes a key to the groupi11g. 

Factor, and test each result: 

17. a'-2ax+r-n2
• 21. e~ - a! - l} - 2 ab. 

18. b2 + 2 by + y2 - n2
• 22. b2 

- r - y' + 2 :ry. 

19. 1 - 4 q + 4 q2 - a'. 23. -i ¡f - i! - i - 2 xy. 

20. r - 2 l'X + X~ - 1G t2
• 24. !) a2 - 6 ab + b~ - 4 e'. 

153. The principle by which the difference of two squares is 
factored may be extended to expressions that may be u:rillen 
as the ditference of two squares by addiug aud s1tbtracti11g the 

same mmiomial perfect square. 

BXBRCISBS 

154. l. Factor a• + a~b' + b4
• 

Scooi,;syws. - l-iuce a4 + a2/J2 + b4 lack's + a2b2 of being a perfPct 
square, and since the value of the polynnmial will not \Je chnng1·d \Jy add

ing a'/Jl and also subtracling a2b2, the polynomial may \Je written 

a• + 2 aZb2 + b1 - a 2b2, or ( a·l + b2) 2 - a
2b2

• 

2. Factor x• - 21 :r2 + 36. 
SuooE§TIO!I. -Tbis expres.~inn has two square tenns. but in ortler that 

it shall. be a perfect trinomial ¡;quarc it 11111st fnltill another cnmlition, 
nauwly (§ 110), tbe other tenn must he numcrically ('(J_ual to twic~ the 
procluct of the squAre root.~ of tlm terms that are sc¡uares; that is, tbe 
mid,lle term must he dther + 12 x·l or - 12 x2

• 

Jlence, 1 be number to he atlde,\ alHI snutrncted is either :¡,-3 x~ or !l x', 
but the fnrmer will not i;vc the rliffer!'nce ,: two Rquares. íor :l3 :,-t is not 
a perfect square; then, !)z2 is the 1111111\Jer to be ad<lc<l and ijUbtracted, 

giving 
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Separa te into prime factors, and test earh result: 

3. x4+rf+f. 8. x4+:r+l. 

4. a8 + a4b4 + b8
• 9. 118 + n4 + 1. 

5. !):¡;4 + 20r'y2+ 1Gy4. 10. 1Gx4 + 4Jrf + y4. 

8. 4 a• + 11 a!b' + 9 b4
• 11. 2ii a4 - 14 a2b4 + b8• 

7. 16a4 - 17 a'x2 + x4. 12. 9 a• + 26 a2b2 + 25 b4. 

13. Factor a•+ 4. 

Factor completely, and test ea.ch result: 

14. a•+ 4b4. 16. ~-16. 18. m5 + 4mn•. 

15. 11t4 + G4. 17. 4 a•+ 81. 19. :r!y2 + 4 x!/. 

155. The method of factoring by grouping to show a common 
polynomial factor applied to cases already solved by other methods. 

The stu<lent has learnetl how to factor severa] type forms 
by spedal metho<ls. He will now see how many of these forms 
may be factoml by the method of § 145, wbich is of impor
tance because its applicatiou is so general. 

BXBRCISES 

156. Tite .forms a!+ 2 ab + b2 and a' - Z ab + b'. 

l. Factor :t! + 2xy+y'; also 9a!m1
- Gmn+ l. 

SOLUTIO!I 11' 

~+2.ry+y2 
= x,1 + xy +ry +1/l 
= 2:(7- + y)+ !f(Z +!/) 
=(x+11)(z+y). 

SOLUTION 

Oa2m2 -0am+ 1 
= Oa2m2 - 311m- !l am + l. 
= 31'!m(!lam-1)-(3ain-1) 
=(:fom-1)(3am-1). 

Factor hy separating and grouping; test each result: 

2. l'+ 141+49. 4. 4x! + 1'.?xy +9y'. 

3. r-18r+81. 5. 16 a' - 24 ab + 9 b1• 
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The form a2 
- b2

• 

6. Factor x2 - y2 ; also 9 r2 - 4 s2. 

SOLUTION 

x2-y2 
=x2-xy+xy-y2 

=x(x-y)+y(:r-y) 
=(x+y)(x-y). 

SOLUTION 

9r2 -4s2 

= O r 2 - 6 rs + 6 rs - 4 s2 

= 3 r(3 r - 2 s) + 2 s(3 r - 2 s) 
=(3r+2s)(3r-2s). 

f!'actor by gronping; test each result: 

7. a2 - z2• 9. n2 
- 1. 11. 36 z2 

- 25 v2
• 

10. 9x2-25. 12. 49 n2 -100 r-. 

Tlie form x2 + px + q. 

13. Factor ar + 8 x + 15; also x2 - 2 x -15. 

SOLUTION 

x2 + 8:r + 15 
= x2 + 5 :r + 3 ;r + 15 
= :r(:r + 5) + 3(x + 5) 
=(X+ 3)(:i- + 5). 

SOLUTION 

xz - 2x -15 
= x2 - 5 x + 3 x - ló 
=x(x -5)+ 3(x - 6) 
=(x+3)(x-5). 

Factor by separating and grouping; test each result: 

14. a:2 +12x+20. 16. y2 +8y-20. 

Tlie .for,n a.r + bx + c. 

18. Factor~ a·2 + 11 x + 12; also 2 x2 + x-15. 

SOLUTION 

2x2+ 11 X+ 12 
=2:r2+8x+3x+l2 
= :!x(.t +-1)+ 3(x + 4) 
=(2.r + 3)(:r+ 4). 

8oLUTION 

2x2 +x-15 
=2x2 +6x-5x-15 
=2:r(x+ 3)- 5(x+ 3) 
=(2x-5)(x+3). 

Fartor by Reparating and grouping; test each result: 

19. '.! .1:1 + :1 .r +l. 21. 3 m2 + 5 m - 22. 

20. !)y2 +2t ,11+10. 22. 10r2-3rs-18s2. 
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Factor by separating and grouping: 

23. 12n2 +31n+9. 25. 20x2+13xy-15y2• 

REVIEW OF FACTORING 

157. Summary of Cases. In the previous pages the student 
l,as learnecl to factor expressious of the following types: 

Monomial Factors 

l. Of monomials; as a2b2c. (§ 129) 

II. Of expressions whose terms have a common factor; as 
nx + ny + nz. (§ 133) 

Binomials 

III. Difference of two squares; as 

a2 - 62
• (§§ 134, 151, 155) 

IV. Sum or di:fference of two cubes; as 

a3 + 63 or a3 
- 63

. (§ 136) 
V. Sum or difference of same odd powers ; as 

a•+ h" ora" - b• (when II is odd). 

Trinomials 

VI. That are perfect squares ; as 

a2 + 2 ah + b'l ancl a2 
- 2 ah+ 62

• 

VII. Of the form x2 + px + q. 
VIII. Of the form ax2 +hx+c. 

Polynomiala 

(§ 137) 

(§§ 138, 155) 

(§§ 142, 155) 

(§§ 144, 155) 

IX. Whose terms may be grouped to show a common poly• 
nomial factor; as 

ax+ ay+ bx + by. (§~ 145, 155) 

X. Having binomial factors (Factor Theorem). (§ 146) 
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158. General Directions for Factoring Polynomials.-1. Re
m.ore rnouomial factors if there are wiy. 

2. Titen endeavor to b1·úig the polynom,ial under some one of 
the cases Il-IX. 

3. When other metlwds fail, t,-y the factor theorem. 

4. Resolve iuto prime factors. 

Each factor slrnuld be rlivided out oí ihe given expres~inn as soon as 
fouud in ord~r to simvlify the- discovery of t.be remaining factors. 

EXERCISES 

159. Factor, and test each result: 

l. y'-1. 8. 1 + x". 16. 8 - 27 a'x'. 

2. 1-x'. 9. y-a•y. 16. 32,, _ 2 x'. 

3. a:10-1. 10. i'y -y'. 17. 6 b'+24. 

4. a:'-1. 11. a13 -ab12• 18. ar,+ 27 a2• 

5. a-a1• 12. G4-2 y'. 19. b'-196. 

6. 1/ + b. 13. 7 117 - 7 n. 20. 450 - 2 a'. 

7. JJ'+4. 14. 4 o:4-4 X. 21. 7y'-175. 

22. i'-xy-132y'. 32. x'- ax-72 a'. 

23. ai'-3 ax-4 a. 33. n2 -an-90a2
. 

24. x"+5i'-Gx. 34. a'b'+ab-56. 

25. 3i'+30x+21. 

26. 128 a' - 250 a'. 36. 25 x' +60 xy +36 y'. 

27. G i'-19 x+15. 37. 6 ax'+ 5 axy-6 ay'. 

28. x"' + 2 x'y' + y''· 38. 169 x• - 26 ax'+ a'x'. 

29. 7 i' - 77 xy - 84 y'. 39. a•c• + a'b'c' + b'. 

30. y' - 25 yx + 13G .?. 40. 16 x• + 4 x'y' + y•. 

31. 9 i' - 24 xy + 16 y'. 41. b'c -13 b'c + 42 c. 
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Factor, and test each result: 

42. 9 .e'+ 21 x+lO. 55. b8 +/i¡;'+y'. 

43. 5 x'- 2G xy +5 y'. 66. xy-3 y+ x-3 y'. 

44. y'+ 1G ay- 36 a•. 67. ax' - axy- ax+ ay. 

45. 8a'-21 ab-9 b'. 58. 9 c'-:ii'-y'+2xy. 

46. 9x'-15x-50. 69. x'-a'x-4b'x-4 abx. 

47. 30x'-37x-77. 60. bc'-9a'b-b8 -6ab'. 

48. 2 x'+2S x' +66 x. 

49. a'+b'- e' -2 ab. 

50. ax'+ 10 ax-39 a. 

51. n4 + n2a2fi + a4b8-

52. a'z' + a'z' + a•. 

53. a'"-lGa•-17. 

64. a2:ii'-4 ax+3. 

61. ab'!-4a8 -12u'!c-9ad'. 

62. :v'- ex+ 2 dx-2cd. 

63. x'y+4i'y-31xy-70y. 

64. :v'-3 ax +4 b:v-12 ab. 

65. ax'-9 ax'+ 26 ax-24 a. 

66. 12 ax - 8 bx - 9 ay+ 6 by. 

67. 25 :ii'-9 y'-24 yz-16 z'. 

68. 2 b't-3 ab' + 2 btx -3 abx. 

69. x'y + 14 x'y + 43 :ry + 30 y. 

70. x'y-15 x'y + 38 xy-24 y. 

71. abx' + 3 abx'- abx-3 ab. 

72. 3 bm:v + 2 bm - 3 an:v- 2 an. 

73. 20 ax'-28 ax' +5 a'x -7 a'. 

74. (a+ b)'-1. 79. x'-x'- x• +x'. 

75. a3 -2a'+l. 80. x'-xy-:ii'y+y'. 

76. b8 -4b'+8. 81. 12x'+3x'-8x-2. 

77. 3x'+96x. 82. 2:ii'+l0x+ax+5a. 

78. 8 x' - 6 x' - 35. 83. m3 +m2
- mn-mn2• 

84. Factor 16 + 5 x -11 ,i' by the factor theorem. 

85. Factor x'- 6 bx' + 12 b'x- 8 b' by the factor theorem. 
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EQUATIONS SOLVED BY FACTORING 

160. Equations thns far solvecl haYe been snch as involved, 
when in simplest form, only the jfrst poiret of the unknown 
number. 

Such equations are called simple equations. 

161. A valuable application of factoring is found in the 
solution of equations that involve the uuknown number in 
powers higher than the first. 

An equation that in simplest form involves the secoud, but 
no higher, power of the unknown num ber is called a quadratic 
equation. 

Th11s, x2 = 4 and x2 + 2 x + 1 = O are quadratic equations ; but x2 + 3 x 
= :r2 + 4 is a simple equation, for in its simplest form, 3 x = 4, it has only 
the first power of x. 

162. An equation that contains a higher power of the 
unknowu number tban the second is called a higher equation. 

163. To salve quadratic equations by factoring. 

EXERCISES 

l. Find the values of x that satisfy x2 + 1 = 10. 

SOLUTIOX 

:r2 +1=10. (1) 
Transponing so tbat all terms are in the first member and uniting terms. 

x2 - O= O. (2) 
Factoring the first member, § 134, 

~-~~+~=Q ~ 
Since the product of the two factors is O, one of them must equal O ; 

that is, the equation is satisfied for any val ue of x tbat will make eitber 
factor equal to O. 

lf X - 3 = 0, X = 3 j if X+ 3 = 0, X = - 3. 
Ilence, the values of x that satisfy (3) and therefore (1) are 3 or - 3. 
VERIFICATIO,.-When x = 3, (1) becomes O+ 1 = 10, or 10 = 10. 
When T = - 3, (1) becomes 9 + 1 = 10, or 10 = 10. 

FACTORING 

Solve, and verify results : 
2. x2+3=28. 6. x2+3=84. 
3. x•¡+1=50. 7. i!-24=120. 

4. x2-5=59. 8. :r?+11=180. 

5. w-7=29. 9. r-11=110. 

10. Solve x2+4x=45. 

Transposing, 
Factoring, § 142, 
Hence, 

SOLUTION 

x2 +4x=45. 
:t2 + 4 X - 45 = 0. 

(x-5)(x+9)=0. 
x - 5 = O or x + 9 = O ; 

whence, x= 6 or -9. 

Sol ve, and verify results: 
11. x2-6x=40. 16. y2 +42=13y. 

12. x2 -8x=48. 17. 12 + 63 = 16t. 
13. x•¡-5x=-4. 18. v2-60=11v. 

14. x2 +4x+3=0. 19. x2-7 X=18. 
15. 1.2+6r+ 8 =◊. 20. x2+10x=56. 
21. Solve 6x2+óx-21=0. 

SOLUTION 

6x2 +5x-21=0. 
Factoring, § 144, (2 x - 3) (3 x + 7) = O. 
Hence, 2 x - 3 = O or 3 x + 7 = O ; 

whence, x = ¾ or _ ¡. 

Solve, and verify results : 
22. 3 X~+ 2 X -1 = Ü. 27. 2v2-9v-35=0. 
23. O X2 + 4 X - 1 = Q. 28. 6y2 -22y+20=0. 
24. 3y2+y-10=0. 29. 6z2

- 11 z-21 = O. 
25. 7 X2 + 6 X -1 = Q. 30. 4:i.z-15x+14=0. 
26. 2 x2 + 9 X - 18 = 0. 31. 5x2- 48x- 20 = O. 

121 
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Sol ve, and verify results: 

32. ~•-21 =4. 41. 32-:i:'=28. 

33. x'-fiG=8. 42. G5-x'=16. 

34. x'-9x=3G. 43. x'+x-132=0. 

35. x'+llx=26. 44. 32=4w+w'. 

36. x'-12x=45. 45. 3s=88-s' . 

37. y'-15y = 54. 46. 1GO = x'-6x. 

38. y'-21y=4G. 47 . 4y=y'-192. 

30. 3y'l-4y-4=0. 48. 3:i:' + 13 z-30=0. 

40. 4y'+9 y-9 =0. 49. 4x' + 13 x-12 =0. 

50. (2x+3)(2x-5)-(3x-1) (x-2)=1. 

51. (2x-G) (3:i:-2)- (5 x- 9)(x-2) =4. 

Olher methods of solving quadratics will be given in§§ 836-848. 

164. To solve higher equations by factoring. 

Any higher eqnation may be solved by the method just 
given for q nadratic equations, w henever the express10n º?
taineU 1,y transposing all of its terms to one member 1s 

factornble. 
EXERCISES 

165. l. Sol ve the equation i' - 2 x' - 5 x + 6 = O. 

80LUTION 

x"-2x2 -6x+6=0. 
Factoring, § 140, (x - l)(x - 3)(x + 2) = O. 
Ilcnce

1 
:t - 1 = O or x- 8 = O or :t + 2 =O¡ 

whence, :t=l or3or-2. 

2. x'-15:i:'+71:i:-105=0. 4. i'-12x+lG=0. 

3. i'+lOa:'+llx-70=0. 5. i'-19x-30=0. 

6. x'+i'-21:i:'-:i:+20=0. 

7. z'-7i'+x'+Ó3z-90=0. 

s. x'-10z'+35x'-50x+24=0. 
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Problema 

166. l. A sealing fleet carries 4000 men, and the nnmber of 
men ou cac:h ship is 40 less tlw.n 8 times the nuinber of shiµs. 
Fin<l the number of shi¡,s and the nmnber of nien on eaeh ship. 

Let 
Then, 

and 

SoLUTJON 

x = the number of sbíps in the flePt. 
8 x -40 = Lhe uurn\Jer of men on t!ach sliip, 

x(S x - 40) = Lile total uumber of wen w1th tl..ie fleel. 
.·. x,Sx~40)=4000. 

Expanding1 divi ling \Jy 8, ami transposing, 
x2-5x-OOO = O. 

Factoring, 
Hence, 

whence, 
and 

(x- 25)(x + 20)= O. 
x- 2,> =: O ar x + 20 =O; 

x= 2,) or - 20, 
Sx- 40 = HlO or - 200. 

The seconrl val ne of :r rtud of 8 x - 40 is cvidently ina<lmissible, since 
neithrr tlie number of sl.iips uor the nmnber of men on a ship can l>e 
negative. 

Jleúce, there aro 23 ships in the fleet, and HiO men on a ship. 

Soll'e the following problems aud verify (§ 125) each 
solution: 

2. The golcl minccl in a recent year would fill a sq1mre room, 
the height of which is 1 foot ]ess than its length. If the area 
of une wall is 00 squa.re fcet, ilncl the climensions of the room. 

3. Ce1tain wooden paving bloeks are t.,vice as long as they are 
wi<le ancl the thickness of ea.ch is 4 inches. Firnl t.he length 
ancl witlth, if the Yolume of each biodc is 128 cubic inches. 

4. A rectangular swimming tank on board a ship is 3 times 
as long as it is wicle. H it were divided into 3 sqnare tanks, 
the al'ca. uf each woultl be 22J square feet. Find the dimen
sions of tlie tank. 

5. A man bought as rnany tons of rrnde hnrax as it is worth 
<lt>llars.a ton, aml crnde borax is worth + as mu(•h as rPfined 
hora.x. lf the sume amount of refinecl borax woulcl be worth 
:S 2800, find the value of cnule borax a ton. 
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6. A farmer keeps bis chickens in a rectangular lot that is 
4 times as long as it is wide. lf its area is :füOO square feet, 
find its length and width. 

7. At a luncheon with :Menelik of Abyssinia there was a 
pile of bread contaiuing -!-18 cubic feet. Its height was twice 
its width and its length was 14 feet. Find its height and 

width. 
s. A large rectangular freight station in Atlanta, Georgia, 

covers an area of 41,750 square feet. If the length is 16.7 
times the width, what is the width of the station? 

9. An automobilist paid $ 3.60 for gasoliue. If the num
ber of cents he paid per gallon was 2 less thau the uumber of 
gallous he bought, find how many gallous be bought and the 
price per gallon. · 

10. St. Louis has the largest steam whistle in the world. 
The number of times it is blown each day is 3 more than the 
number of dollars it costs to blow it once. IIow many times is 
it blown a day, if the cost for 12 days is $ 48 ? 

11. In the Panama Canal Zone a washerwoman washed as 
many dozen pieces as she received dollars a clozen for her labor. 
If she had washed 2 dozen more, sbe would have receivecl $1,>. 
How much did she receive a dozen? 

12. The number of pounds of duck feathers that a man 
bonght was the .sama as the number of cents tbat he paid a 
pouncl for them. If he had bought 10 pounds more, they would 
have cost $ 20. How many pounds <lid he buy? 

13. The area of one of tbe largest pbotographic prints ever 
made is 180 square feet. Its dimensions are 18 times those of 
the picture from which it was enlarged. Find the dimensions 
of the picture, if its length is 2 inches greater than its width. 

14. The cages holding canaries imported into this country 
are arranged in rows in crates. The number of rows in a crate 
is 2 less than 5 times the num ber of cages in a row. If there 
are 231 cages in a crate, how many rows are there? 

FRACTIONS 

167. In algebra, an indicated division is called a fraction. 

Tbe fraction f means a+ b and is read 'a divided by b. • 

168. The dividend, written above a line, is the numerator. 
the 'diviso!', written below the line, is the denominator; the nu~ 
merator ancl deuominator are called the terms of tite fraction. 

~n ~ritbmetical fraction also indicates division, but the aritbmetical 
~ot!on_ 1~ tbat ~ fraction is one or more of the Pqttal parts of a unit; that 
1s, rn ,11:1th111et1c, the terms of a fraction are positiue integers, wbile in 
algebra they may be any numbers whatever. 

. 169._ The s_tudent will fiud no clifficulty with algebraic frac
t10ns, if he ~111 bear in rniud that they are essentially the same 
a~ the fract1ons he has met in arithmetic. He will have occa..
s1on to change fractions to higher or lower terms; to write in
tegra_l and mixecl expressious in fractional forro; to cbange 
f~·ac:10ns to !n_teger~ or mixed numbers; to add, subtract, mul
tiply, an_tl dmde w1th algebraic fractions just as he has learned 
to ª? w1th_ arithn~etical fractions, except that signs must be 
cons1dered m deahng with positiva aud negative numbers. 

Signs in Fractions 

_170. There are three signs to be considered in connection 
with a fra~tion; namely, the sign of the numerator, the sign of 
the clenommator, and the sign written before the dividina line 
called the sign of the fraction. " ' 

In . ;: tb · f · - 3 z e s1gn o tbe fract,on 1s -, while the signs of its terms are +-
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